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ABSTRACT
We present the first gas-grain astrochemical model of the NGC 2264 CMM3
protostellar core. The chemical evolution of the core is affected by changing its
physical parameters such as the total density and the amount of gas-depletion
onto grain surfaces as well as the cosmic ray ionisation rate, ζ. We estimated
ζCMM3 = 1.6 × 10−17 s−1. This value is 1.3 times higher than the standard CR
ionisation rate, ζISM = 1.3 × 10−17 s−1. Species response differently to changes
into the core physical conditions, but they are more sensitive to changes in the de-
pletion percentage and CR ionisation rate than to variations in the core density.
Gas-phase models highlighted the importance of surface reactions as factories of
large molecules and showed that for sulphur bearing species depletion is impor-
tant to reproduce observations.
Comparing the results of the reference model with the most recent millimeter
observations of the NGC 2264 CMM3 core showed that our model is capable of
reproducing the observed abundances of most of the species during early stages
(≤ 3×104 yrs) of their chemical evolution. Models with variations in the core
density between 1 - 20 × 106 cm−3 are also in good agreement with observations
during the early time interval 1× 104 < t (yr)< 5× 104. In addition, models with
higher CR ionisation rates (5 - 10) ×ζISM are often overestimating the fractional
abundances of the species. However, models with ζCMM3 = 5 ζISM may best fit
observations at times ∼ 2 × 104 yrs. Our results suggest that CMM3 is (1 - 5)
× 104 yrs old. Therefore, the core is chemically young and it may host a Class 0
object as suggested by previous studies.
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1. Introduction
NGC 2264 is a massive cluster-forming region where two main clumps are identified
NGC 2264 -C and -D. The region is located at a distance of 760 - 913 pc and several studies
adopted a distance of 800 pc (e.g. Saruwatari et al. 2011; Watanabe et al. 2015). The NGC
2264 -C hosts 13 millimeter sources identified by single-dish and interferometric observations
of the region (Ward-Thompson et al. 2000; Peretto et al. 2006, 2007; Maury et al. 2009).
These cores have typical radii of 0.04 pc, masses ∼ 2 - 40 M, and column densities of 0.4 - 6.0
× 1022 cm−2. The brightest IR source in NGC 2264-C is IRS1 which is a 9.5 M B2 ZAMS1
star known also as Allen object (Allen 1972). From millimeter (mm) and submillimetre
(sub-mm) continuum observations of NGC 2264, Ward-Thompson et al. (2000) estimated
the size of the millimeter source CMM3 (called MM3 in their work) to be 0.1 pc × 0.05
pc and the mass to be 48 M which will evolve into a 8 M star. Their observations also
revealed that the region has a visual extinction, Av, range from 200 to 1600 magnitudes.
The region, NGC 2264 -C, was a target of many studies to explore its gas dynamics and
estimate some of its physical properties such as density and size (e.g. Peretto et al. 2006,
2007; Maury et al. 2009). The results of those dynamical studies showed that the material
in the region is in a pre-collapse process toward its center which is located close to the core
CMM3. Maps of NGC 2264 revealed that outflows may be associated with the core CMM3,
but neither of these studies found that the core itself is collapsing. Moreover, none of the
previous studies looked into modeling the chemistry neither of the whole region nor of one
of its mm-cores.
The clump CMM3 was recently an object of attraction of millimeter observations to
understand its chemical content and to derive the physical conditions that may govern its
chemistry (Saruwatari et al. 2011; Watanabe et al. 2015). Saruwatari et al. (2011) conducted
high resolution observations of molecular outflows in the CMM3 region using the carbon
monoxide, CO, and methanol, CH3OH, molecular lines. The results suggested that CMM3
is hosting a young massive protostar in its early evolutionary stages. Another supporting
evidence that CMM3 has an ongoing star formation activity lies in the detection of methyl
formate, HCOOCH3, emission lines from this core using interferometric observations (Sakai
et al. 2007). The authors showed that the detection of HCOOCH3 emission has an extended
1ZAMS stands for Zero Age Main Sequence
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distribution similar to that obtained for several hot core regions (e.g. Beuther et al. 2005),
and its origin is the evaporation from dust grains due to the heat of embedded young stellar
object (YSO). Most recently, Watanabe et al. (2015) conducted mm-spectral line survey
toward NGC 2264 CMM3 in the 0.8, 3, and 4 mm bands in which they detected a total of
339 emission lines. They detected strong lines of deuterated species as well as many carbon-
chain molecules such as cyanobutadiyne, HC5N, butadiynyl, C4H, and the radical C2S. Weak
emission lines of complex organic molecules such as dimethyl ether, CH3OCH3, and methyl
formate, HCOOCH3 were also detected. Detection of emission lines of CH3OH with high
upper state energies indicates the existence of a hot core. Watanabe et al. (2015) concluded
that CMM3 shows chemical youth.
The rich chemistry observed in CMM3 motivated us to introduce the first astrochemical
modeling of this clump in which we aim at exploring the core chemistry to understand its
chemical evolution, and to obtain an estimate of the core age.
This paper is organized as follows; a detailed description of the chemical models and
their initial physical parameters are given in §2. Model results are presented and discussed
in §3. Finally, conclusions are summarised in §4.
2. Chemical Models and Initial Physical Parameters
The chemical models used in this work are similar to those used in Awad et al. (2016),
but with physical conditions suitable to the modeled object NGC 2264 CMM3, see Table 1.
The model performs single point computations of the fractional abundances of the species,
x(X), with respect to the total number of H nuclei, nH, as a function of time at a point
of visual extinction, Av, of 314 mag calculated self-consistency in the code. This value is
inline with the Av range observed by Ward-Thompson et al. (2000). According to previous
dynamical studies, since the clump CMM3 is not collapsing we can model it as a quiescent
core. In modeling these static cores, it is widely acceptable to assume uniform density
distribution such as the case of modeling hot cores and corinos around massive and low-
mass star forming regions, respectively (e.g. Viti et al. 2004; Awad et al. 2010, 2014). In our
chemical models, the chemistry happens in a core which is irradiated, from one side, with
the standard Draine interstellar radiation field, G0, at a uniform density of 5.4 × 106 cm−3
(Peretto et al. 2006), and a kinetic temperature of 15 K.
Cosmic ray ionisation rate, ζ, is a critical and fundamental quantity for which no direct
measurements exist in both diffuse and dense clouds. This rate is poorly constrained by
observations because low-energy cosmic rays (CR), that are key sources of molecular ionisa-
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tion in interstellar clouds, are easily deflected by magnetic field in the interstellar medium
(ISM) and solar system (Padovani et al. 2009; Tielens 2013). CR ionisation is the key pro-
cess in initiating the gas-phase chemical network in astrophysical regions via the formation
of protonated molecular hydrogen, H+3 , via “H2 + CR −→ H+2 + H2 −→ H+3 + H” (e.g.
Hogness and Lunn 1925; Tielens 2013 and references therein for a review). For this reason,
H+3 can give a direct measurement to the rate of CR ionisation, ζ, in a given region. To our
knowledge, there is no estimates for the CR ionisation rate in CMM3, ζCMM3. In dense cores
with column densities (1022 < N(H2) cm
−2 < 1025), Padovani et al. (2009) found that the
CR ionisation rate, ζ, decreases by a power-law approximated by the formula in Eq. 1
ζ ∼ ζ0,k
[
N(H2)
1020cm−2
]−a
(1)
where the ζ0,k and a are the fitting constants. Considering the CR distribution of Webber
(1998), which take into account the low-energy component, Padovani et al. found these
constants to be 2.0 × 10−17 s−1 and 0.021, respectively. Substituting by these values and
N(H2) = 5.7 × 1023 cm−2, for CMM3 from Peretto et al. (2006), into the expression in Eq.
1, we obtain ζCMM3 = 1.67 × 10−17 s−1 which we adopt for our reference model. This rate
is 1.3 times the standard rate in the ISM (ζISM = 1.3 × 10−17 s−1; Lepp 1992), and it is in
agreement with previous studies (van der Tak and van Dishoeck 2000). However, since ζ
was recorded to have wide range (0.8 × 10−17 < ζ(in s−1) < 2 × 10−16) in different dense
cores around massive protostellar objects (e.g. van der Tak and van Dishoeck 2000; Doty
et al. 2002; Morales Ortiz et al. 2014; Kaz´mierczak-Barthel et al. 2015), we performed some
calculations with higher rates, ζCMM3 ∼ (5 - 10) ×ζISM, as described in the context below.
Chemical reactions take place both in gas-phase and on grain surfaces. Mantle species
are returned to the gas-phase by non-thermal desorption mechanisms: (i) H2 formation on
grains, (ii) direct CR heating, and (iii) CR induced photoreactions. The rates of these pro-
cesses have been adopted from Roberts et al. (2007), and they are calculated self-consistency
in the code at each time step. Due to the low temperature of the core, 15 K, thermal
evaporation is suppressed.
The gas-phase chemistry is based on the latest release of the astrochemical UDfA2
database, UDfA2012 (McElroy et al. 2013). Desorption energies of molecules were updated
from KIDA database3, when needed. We also updated the gas-phase network to include the
formation reactions of HCOOCH3 and CH3OCH3 (shown below) as recently investigated by
2Also known as UMIST; http://udfa.ajmarkwick.net/
3KIDA: KInetic Database for Astrochemistry; http://kida.obs.u-bordeaux1.fr
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Balucani et al. (2015)
CH3OH + OH −→ CH3O + H2O α = 3.0× 10−10, β = −1, γ = 0
CH3O + CH3 −→ CH3OCH3 + hν α = 3.0× 10−10, β = 0, γ = 0
CH3OCH3 + Cl −→ CH3OCH2 + HCl α = 2.0× 10−10, β = 0, γ = 0
CH3OCH3 + F −→ CH3OCH2 + HF α = 2.0× 10−10, β = 0, γ = 0
CH3OCH2 + O −→ HCOOCH3 + H α = 2.0× 10−10, β = 0, γ = 0
The surface network includes simple hydrogenation of species in addition to the mantle
formation of CH3CN, because its gas-phase formation is not efficient (e.g. Tielens and
Hagen 1982; Garrod et al. 2008), and HCOOCH3 which is recently studied by Occhiogrosso
et al. (2011). The prefix ‘m’ in the pathways below indicates mantle species
mCH4 + mHCN −→ mCH3CN + H2 α = 1, β = 0, γ = 0
mCH3OH + mCO −→ mHCOOCH3 α = 6.2× 10−18, β = 0, γ = 0
The rates of reactions are calculated based on the mathematical formulae described in
UMIST database releases (e.g. Millar et al. 1997; Le Teuff et al. 2000; Woodall et al. 2007;
McElroy et al. 2013) that are:
k =

a) Two-body reaction
α (T/300)β exp(−γ/T ) cm3 s−1
b) CR ionisation reaction, for ζ = ζISM
α s−1
where ζ is the CR ionisation rate, and the constants α, β, and γ are listed in the astrochemical
databases for each reaction.
The chemical network links 162 species into 1645 chemical reactions both in gas-phase
and on grain surfaces. The initial elemental abundances are taken from Asplund et al. (2009)
while the physical conditions of the core CMM3 are those obtained observationally by Peretto
et al. (2006). Table 1 lists these initial elemental abundances and the physical parameters
of the Reference Model, hereafter RM, as well as the species of interest in this study.
In addition to the RM we ran a grid of six other models to explore the influence of
varying the core physical parameters: (i) the density, (ii) the depletion, and (iii) the CR
ionisation rate, on the molecular abundances of the species in the core. The depletion (or
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freeze-out) efficiency is determined by the amount of the gas-phase material frozen onto
the grains. Our calculations of the depletion efficiency are based on the abundance of CO
molecules which are the most abundant mantle species after H2. The depletion efficiency is
regulated by varying the sticking probability of gas-phase species onto grain surfaces which
is a time-independent factor (Rawlings et al. 1992)4. Therefore for a given chemical model,
the depletion is kept fixed throughout the period of the calculations. Table 2 lists the grid
of models we performed and the values of the physical parameters we are investigating in
comparison with the RM. In the following context we briefly describe the grid of models we
performed.
Model M1 represents the case of dense core with the density 5 times higher than that of
the RM (nH (M1) = nH (RM) × 5 = 2.7 × 107 cm−3) while model M2 shows the case of less-
dense cores with the density 5 times less than that of RM (nH (M2) = nH (RM) ÷ 5 = 1.0 ×
106 cm−3). Changes in the depletion percentage on grain surfaces are simulated by running
two models; model M3 in which the depletion efficiency is 15% lower than that of the RM,
which is an arbitrary choice following Awad et al. (2010), and model M4 where the depletion
is set to 0% to mimic the case of pure gas-phase models in order to test their efficiency
in supplying the gas with large molecules in the protostellar core following Balucani et al.
(2015). The effect of increasing the CR ionisation rate on the core chemistry is investigated
in models M5 and M6 where ζCMM3 is enhanced by a factor of (5 - 10) ×ζISM.
3. Results and Discussion
We calculated the fractional abundances (x(X) = n(X)/nH) of a selected set of species
includes H2CO, large molecules (a species is considered large when it contains 6 or more atoms
as defined by Herbst and van Dishoeck 2009), and sulphur bearing species to represent part
of the identified molecules in CMM3 by Watanabe et al. (2015). The results are illusterated
in Figures 1, 2, and 4 that show trends of the time evolution of the molecular abundances
in CMM3 under different physical conditions; core density, the amount of depletion, and
CR ionisation rate, respectively. Moreover, an estimation of the fractional abundance of CS
molecule and the core age are also shown and discussed in this section.
4For more details about the description of depletion efficiency in chemical models, the reader is referred
to Viti and Williams 1999; Viti et al. 2004; Lerate et al. 2008; Awad et al. 2014.
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3.1. Chemical Trends
Fig. 1 shows the changes in the core chemistry in models with higher (M1, dash line)
and lower (M2, dash-dot line) core densities than that in the RM (5.4 × 106 cm−3, solid
line). The effect of varying the depletion of species on their calculated abundances is shown
in Fig. 2 in which model M3 (dash line) represents partially depleted gas while model
M4 (dash-dot line) is the case of non-depleted gas. In Fig. 4 we illustrate the calculated
molecular abundances in cores where the cosmic ray ionisation rate is 5 times (model M5,
dash line) and 10 times (model M6, dash-dot line) higher that the value of the standard rate,
ζISM, which are the preference values for thr ionisation rates in massive cores as indicated
by observations (e.g van der Tak and van Dishoeck 2000; Doty et al. 2002). In all figures
observations are represented by solid straight gray line.
Our results, of all models, show similarities to the evolutionary curves obtained from
calculations of the RM, see Figs. 1, 2, and 4. In general, one can notice that fractional
abundances have three stages during their time evolution. During early stages of the evolu-
tion (t ≤ 2 × 104 yrs), the abundances are very high then they decline to a minimum value
before they reach plateau at the second stage at the time interval (2 × 104 < t (yrs) < 3
× 105). After that an increase in the abundances is observed before the chemistry reaches
another period of steady-state at times later than 3 × 105 yrs which is the third phase of
the chemical evolution. The three evolutionary phases are explicable in general terms when
we look into the chemical analysis.
From the chemical analysis we found that the chemistry that dominates the core, under
different physical conditions, shows similarities in the formation and destruction pathways of
the studied species. Different curves indicate higher/lower rates of formation and destruction
than those calculated for the RM. During the early phase (t ≤ 2 × 104 yrs) of the core
chemical evolution, the production of all species is higher than their destruction due to the
lack of destructive species. The abundance of these species grows as time passes and when
they become enough to affect the yield of a given molecule we see a decline in its abundance
(∼ 2 × 104 yrs). After that the rates of formation and loss become comparable to each other
(within a factor ≤ 5) causing the obtained plateau during the second phase of evolution
at times (2 × 104 < t (yrs) < 2 × 105). At the late evolutionary stage, t ∼ 3 × 105 yrs,
the abundances of the molecules begin to increase again due to the consumption of their
destructive species. Then, another period of steady-state is reached at times > 3 × 105 yrs
(see Figs. 1, 2, and 4).
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3.2. Influence of Variation of the Core Physical Parameters
In this section we discuss the impact of changing three of the core physical parameters
on its chemical evolution; namely (1) the core density, (2) depletion onto grains, and (3) the
rate of CR ionisation.
3.2.1. The Core Density
By increasing the core density an increase in the abundances of the species is expected,
but this is not what we obtained, see Fig. 1. We found that changes in the core density
have minor effects in denser cores (model M1, dash line) by reducing all molecular abun-
dances while in less-dense cores (model M2, dash-dot line) the abundances are enhanced.
These increases in the abundances, during the second evolutionary stage, in model M2 are
minor (≤ factor of 5) for CH3OH, CH3OCH3, HCOOCH3, carbonyl sulphide, OCS, and thio-
formaldehyde, H2CS, but they are more pronounced (≥ 10 times the abundances in the RM)
for formaldehyde, H2CO, acetaldehyde, CH3OCH, sulphur monoxide, SO, sulphur dioxide,
SO2, and carbon monosulphide, CS. From the chemical analysis we found that the reason for
obtaining this unexpected result is due to either the change in the efficiency of the formation
and destruction routes as a result of the variability of the abundance of the parent molecules
or due to different chemistry in the mimicked environment.
To explain this finding, we will discuss the detailed analysis of methanol, CH3OH, as an
example. A sketch of the analysis of the species in the RM is illustrated in Fig. 3 showing
the dominant routes of formation and destruction (solid arrows), the routes that become
weak with time (dash arrows), and an extra route that dominates the chemistry of CH3OH
in model M2 (dash-dot arrows). The formation of CH3OH in the RM is mainly due to two
routes; the first route is via the gas-phase reaction ‘CH3OH
+
2 + NH3 → CH3OH’, the second is
due to the evaporation of mantle CH3OH through non-thermal induced UV photodesorption
‘mCH3OH + CRdes → CH3OH’ (where the prefix ‘m’ referes to mantle species, see short
dash arrows in Fig. 3). At times (t > 5 × 104 yrs), the gas phase route becomes inefficient,
and the formation of methanol is dominated by another gas-phase reaction ‘H+3 + CH3OCH’
which is indicated by the solid arrow in Fig. 3. This reaction dominates the chemistry of
CH3OH due to the relatively high abundance of the reactants (parent molecules) at any time
later than 5 × 104 yrs. Methanol molecules are destroyed by CH and Si+ to form CH3OCH
and SiOH+, respectively. The latter dominates the destruction routes at times t > 5 × 104
yrs.
The same formation and destruction pathways are found to control the chemistry of
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CH3OH in models M1 (denser cores) and M2 (less-dense cores) with comparable formation
and destruction rates in model M1 to those of the RM (factor of 2). This finding may
explain why the abundance of CH3OH (and other species) in model M1 is slightly less but
comparable to that computed in the RM (see Fig. 1). The abundance of CH3OH, in model
M2, is initially enhanced due to its active formation route through surface hydrogenation of
H2CO (dash-dot line in Fig. 3) for longer times comparing to the RM. This route maintain
the higher abundance of gaseous CH3OH in less-dense cores for longer times before it declines
to converge to the values obtained in the RM around 105 yrs.
CH3OH is mainly destroyed via Si
+ which starts to decrease in abundance at times ∼ 2
× 105 yrs. This decrease allows CH3OH to stay longer in the gas causing its abundance to
re-increase until it saturates at times > 5 × 105 yrs. After that time, the chemical analysis
showed that the main pathways as well as the net rates of formation and destruction of
CH3OH in all the three models become close. This leads to the observed conversion of
the abundances at late times. The discussed scenario for methanol is applicable, in general
terms, for the other species in question.
3.2.2. The Depletion Efficiency
The role of grain surfaces as factories of various interstellar molecules is now well-
established (e.g. Tielens 2013; Linnartz et al. 2015, and references therein). Therefore,
we expect that decreasing the amount of species freezes onto grain surfaces could cause
a decrease in the abundances of their daughter molecules both in gas-phase and on grain
mantles. The sensitivity of molecular abundances to variations in the depletion percentage
on grains is illustrated in Fig. 2. The impact was studied by running two models one with a
decreased freeze-out efficiency by 15% of the RM value following Awad et al. (2010) (model
M3, dashed lines), and another model in which the freeze onto grain surfaces is set to zero
to mimic pure gas-phase models (model M4, dash-dotted line). The results showed that
the abundances of all selected molecules are affected by changing the depletion efficiency.
Sulphur bearing species show an increase in their abundances in both models M3 and M4
while abundances of large molecules are enhanced in model M3 and become invisible in
model M4. The latter result emphasises the role of surface reactions in the formation of
large molecules (e.g. Tielens and Hagen 1982; Hasegawa et al. 1992; Garrod et al. 2008).
The chemical analysis unveiled that the abundance of gaseous species is enriched through
their non-thermal desorption via CR induced photodesorption from grain mantles, and when
the species are frozen back onto grain surfaces their gaseous abundance are reduced. In model
M3 and during early stages of the evolution, t < 104 yrs, the species are produced via few
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gas-phase channels in addition to their induced photodesorption from grain surfaces. This
leads to an increase of their abundances. Moreover, the species are destroyed through a
series of gas-phase reactions that have a very small net loss rates < 10−22, and hence do not
strongly affect the molecular abundances. We, also, have noticed that the formation and
destruction channels as well as their rates in models M3 and the RM become closer at later
stages of the evolution (t > 5 × 105 yrs) which causes the conversion of the results.
In order to clarify the above discussion on depletion, we discuss the case of CH3OCH.
The production of CH3OCH in the RM is via its induced photodesorption from grain surfaces
and the gas-phase reaction ‘CH + CH3OH’. The abundance of the molecule is decreased by
its depletion onto grains to either form icy CH3OCH or hydrogenate into CH3OCH2, see
Fig. 3. In model M3, from the chemical analysis we found that the formation of CH3OCH
is governed by the gas-phase reaction ‘CH + CH3OH’ because, at any time, the abundance
of CH3OH is higher in model M3 than in the RM by 2 orders of magnitudes. The reason
for this is that the formation of methanol in model M3 occurs by the reactions ‘CH3OCH
+ H+3 ’ and ‘NH3 + CH3OH
+
2 ’, in which the latter does not weaken with time as the case
in the RM, and its destruction by Si+ ions is minor. This situation keeps the abundance of
methanol higher in model M3 than in the RM and hence increases the yield of CH3OCH.
When depletion become zero, in model M4, large molecules become undetectable (x(X)<
10−13 which is the detection limit). This is in agreement with previous models in that large
molecules are mainly formed on grain surfaces (e.g. Tielens and Hagen 1982; Hasegawa et al.
1992; Garrod et al. 2008; Occhiogrosso et al. 2011). Given the fact that in model M4 the gas
is not enriched by any large molecules from grain surfaces highlights their role as molecule
suppliers even with small amounts as the case of model M3. The analysis showed that the
loss rates of large molecules (species > 6 atoms) in model M4 is higher (up to 50 times) than
they are in the RM and that is becuase of the higher abundances of H+3 and HCO
+ ions (by
few orders of magnitude) that are the main destroyers of large molecules in the gas. For
this reason, gas-phase reactions alone can not reproduce the observed abundances of large
molecules in our models.
On the other hand, calculations of the abundances of sulphur bearing species in model
M4 is overestimated up to 5 orders of magnitudes, e.g. the case of SO2, comparing to
fully depleted gas in the RM and observations (see Fig. 2). This result can be directly
explained in light of the fact that in dense regions (nH > 10
4 cm−3) sulphur bearing species
are believed to be depleted onto grain surfaces (Caselli et al. 1994; Wakelam et al. 2004).
In our study, the chemical analysis of model M4 for these species showed that omitting the
depletion of sulphur allows the gas-phase routes of the species to proceed with higher net
rates of formation range between 3 - 10 times those of the net rates of destruction at any
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time. These rates are also higher than those computed in the RM up to 300 times. For
instance, the molecule SO is destroyed in the RM due to its depletion onto grain surfaces
and is increased in the gas-phase due to its non-thermal desorption events and the reaction
‘OH + S’. When the depletion is set to zero in model M4, we found that the molecule is
formed by the latter pathway in addition to ‘C + SO2’ until core age of 3.5 × 104 yrs. We also
found that the net formation rates are 300 times higher than those in the RM, but the net
loss rates are comparable in both models. At ages (t > 4 × 104 yrs), the formation through
‘C + SO2’ becomes inefficient and the formation occurs mainly via ‘OH + S’. Moreover, the
net rates of formation and destruction are very close at that time which may explain the
steady state that the SO molecules experience at times ≥ 30,000 years.
From the above discussion, in §3.2.1 and §3.2.2, we can conclude that sulphur bearing
species, apart from OCS and H2CS, are better represented in protostellar cores with either
fully depleted gas and lower core density (1 ×106 cm−3) or partially depleted gas and the
standard core density (5.4×106 cm−3). The abundance of OCS better matches observations
(gray lines in Figs. 1 and 2) in models with dense (> 106 cm−3) and fully depleted gas; i.e
the RM and M1. This may indicate that the origin of OCS is icy grain mantles. This finding
is inline with the detection of solidified OSC in AFGL 989 and Mon R2 IRS 2 by Palumbo
et al. (1997).
3.2.3. The Cosmic Ray Ionisation Rate
Cosmic ray ionisation is an important process in the ISM because it is the key process
in the production of H+3 which is the initiator of the gas-phase chemistry in astrophysical
regions. Hence, the rate of CR ionisation is a fundamental parameter in astrochemical
modeling (Tielens 2013). Several studies showed that the CR ionisation rate, ζ, in massive
star-forming regions are much higher than the standard value, ζISM = 1.3 × 10−17 s−1, by 5 -
500 times with a preference values (∼ 5 - 10)×ζISM (e.g. van der Tak and van Dishoeck 2000;
Doty et al. 2002; Morales Ortiz et al. 2014; Kaz´mierczak-Barthel et al. 2015). In order to
investigate the impact of increasing ζ on the chemistry of CMM3, we run models with higher
ionisation rates. Model M5 at ζ = 5 ζISM and model M6 at ζ = 10 ζISM that are denoted by
dash and dash-dot lines, respectively, in Fig. 4. The solid black and gray lines represent the
calculations of the RM and the observations by Watanabe et al. (2015), respectively.
In general, we noticed that the evolutionary trends of all the species show similarities
to the trend obtained in the RM which implies that the chemistry in action does not change
but changes occur in the efficiency of the chemical pathways as a results of variations in the
physical parameters of the core (as previously discussed). Increasing the CR ionisation rate
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enhances the abundances of the studied species (see Fig. 4). The least affected molecules
by variations in ζ are HCOOCH3 and H2CS (increased ≤ 5 times) while the most influenced
species (increased ≥ 200 times) are CH3OH, CH3OCH, SO, and SO2. The chemical analysis
revealed that during early times, t < 2 × 104 yrs, the net rate of formation of the species
increased up to 100 times their values in the RM while the loss rates are 10 - 100 times lower
than these formation rates. This leads to the observed increase of the molecular abundances
at this early stage. Moreover, by increasing the CR ionisation rate ions and radicals (that
are common parent molecules) become more abundant in the gas. As a consequence, the
yield of their daughter molecules increases comparing to the RM.
From Fig. 4 we notice that the results of model M6 with ζ = 10 ζISM are, generally,
overestimating the abunances of the species while the results of model M5 with ζ = 5 ζISM are
in better agreement with observations (gray lines in the figure). Therefore, we may expect
the CR ionisation rate in the core CMM3 to be not more than 5 times the standard value
ζISM. This result is inline with observations of cores around massive protostellar objects
(Caselli et al. 1998; van der Tak and van Dishoeck 2000; Doty et al. 2002).
3.3. The abundance of CS molecules
Watanabe et al. (2015) identified around 36 molecules in CMM3 core. In their Table
8, the observed values of the species are given in column densities (cm−2) while our models
compute fractional abundances with respect to the total H in all forms (nH). Therefore, we
converted all the observed values into fractional abundances assuming the column density of
H2 in CMM3 is equal to 5.7×1023 cm−2 as obtained by Peretto et al. (2006).
Since the hydrogen column density at one magnitude of visual extinction (1 Av) is 1.6 ×
1021 cm−2, then the total column density of hydrogen at a particular point of visual extinction
Av can be expressed as ‘1.6 × 1021 * Av’ (Snow and McCall 2006). Hence, for any species,
Y, at a point of visual extinction Av magnitudes, its calculated fractional abundance, x(Y),
in our models can be converted into column density, N(Y), using Eq. 2
N(Y) = x(Y) ∗ 1.6× 1021 ∗ Av (2)
The detection of C33S and C34S was reported in Tables 6 and 8 in Watanabe et al.
(2015). In the local ISM and the solar system, the isotope ratio of 33S and 34S with respect
to the normal isotope 32S (simply CS) was calculated to be 22 (Wilson and Rood 1994).
Given this ratio and the observed column density of C34S in CMM3 (N(C34S) = 1.2×1014
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cm−2), we calculated N(CS) by applying the expression in Eq. 3
N(CS) = (32S/34S) ∗ N(C34S) (3)
which gives a value; N(CS) = 2.6 × 1015 cm−2 from which we calculated the fractional
abundance to be, x(CS) = 2.3 × 10−9. This value is used in comparing our theoretical
calculations with observations as listed in Table 3.
3.4. CMM3 Age Estimation
We selected our set of species to represent part of the different species identified ob-
servationally in the massive protostellar core NGC 2264 CMM3 by Watanabe et al. (2015).
Observations of this core concluded that it shows characteristics of chemical youth (e.g.
Saruwatari et al. 2011; Watanabe et al. 2015). Although Lada et al. (1993) estimated the
age of the whole massive cluster forming region NGC 2264 to be ∼ 5×106 yrs, none of the
following studies were able to estimate, quantitatively, the age of the core CMM3 itself.
Results of the chemical models were able to give an estimation to the age of CMM3
core by comparing them to the observations of Watanabe et al. (2015) (straight gray line
in all figures). Calculations of the RM (solid curve in all figures) best fit observations at
times ≤ 20,000 yrs. In the case of methyl formate, HCOOCH3, the RM calculations are in
good agreement with observations by Sakai et al. (2007) during early time stages (t < 2 ×
104 yrs) while it is in better agreement with observations of Watanabe et al. (2015) at later
times, t > 3.2 × 105 yrs. Models with variations in their physical parameters are often best
fit observations during later times stages, (2 - 3) × 104 yrs, comparing to those of the RM
(see Figs. 1, 2, and 4). Table 3 list the comparison between observations of CMM3 and the
RM calculations, and it also gives the time of best fit.
Variations in the core density, Fig. 1, influence the time of best fit of the calculated
molecular abundances to observations. The chemical age of the core is found to be inversely
proportional to the core density. Calculated abundances in models of dense cores better fit
observations at early times (∼ 10,000 yrs) while results of less-dense cores are in agreement
with observations at slightly later times (∼ 32,000 yrs). The plausible reason for this result
is that for less-dense cores, the chemistry may take longer time to build enough amounts of
reactants that will , in turn, enrich the material with their daughter molecules when their
abundances are high enough.
Changes in the depletion efficiency of the gas by 15%, Fig. 2, affect the calculated
abundances of the species in the core leading to an agreement with observations for few
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species at later times (∼ 56,000 yrs) comparing to the times of best fit in the RM. S-
bearing species are observable under low- density and depletion, our results showed that the
abundance of SO, SO2, and CS best fit observations in models with either low density at t
≤ 32,000 yrs or partial depletion at t ∼ 5.6 × 104 yrs. On the other hand, pure gas-phase
models can not reproduce observations for neither large molecules nor S-bearing speccies
(see Fig. 2).
Moreover, enhancing the CR ionisation rate, ζ, in the studied core, Fig. 4, leads to
an increase of the fractional abundances of all species that , in turn, results in a better
agreement with observations than that obtained for the RM. However, in general, when ζ ∼
10 times the standard value, our models overestimate the abundances of the species. Models
with ζ ∼ 5 ζISM best fit observations at times around 17,000 yrs, that is comparable to the
time of best fit of the RM by a factor of ∼ 2.
To sum up, we conclude that massive protostellar cores with density range (1 - 20)
× 106 cm−3 and have CR ionisation rates between 1.3 and 5 ζISM may have age range 1
× 104 ≤ age (yrs) ≤ 5.6 × 104. This age is comparable to the estimated age of massive
protostellar cores (Doty et al. 2002), and young cores that host Class 0 objects (Andre´ et al.
1993, 2000). Thus, our theoretical modeling supports previous suggestions that CMM3
is chemically young massive core that may host Class 0 object (Saruwatari et al. 2011;
Watanabe et al. 2015).
4. Conclusions
This work represents the first astrochemical modeling of the protostellar core CMM3
in the massive cluster-forming region NGC 2264. We studied the impact of varying three
of the core physical conditions: the gas density, depletion of species, and the CR ionisation
rate, on the chemical evolution of the molecular fractional abundances (n(X)/nH). The
results showed that both large and sulphur-bearing molecules response to variations in these
parameters, but their sensitivity to these changes is different. From the discussion of the
results, we can conclude the following:
1- Cores with densities (5 - 10)× 106 cm−3 are often in better agreement with observations
than less dense (< 5 × 106 cm−3) cores. This may set a critical densities to other cores
with similar chemical contents but unknown densities.
2- Models with full depletion and high density are able to reproduce the observed abun-
dances of large molecules and OCS due to their grain mantle origin. Models with either
partial depletion or low density are able to reproduce the observed abundances of SO,
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SO2, and CS at times ≥ 2 - 3 × 104 years. This indicates that these molecules can be
effictively formed through gas-phase routes.
3- Pure gas-phase models are not able to reproduce the observed abundances of neither
large molecules nor sulphur bearing species which highlightes the importance of de-
pletion and, hence, surface chemistry in protostellar cores as it is important in hot
cores.
4- Although we estimated the CR ionisation rate in CMM3 to be ζCMM3 = 1.67 × 10−17
s−1 which is 1.3 ζISM, higher ionisation rates than ζCMM3 up to 5 times can also best
fit observations during early stages. Therefore, the CR ionisation rate in CMM3 may
range between (1.3 - 5) × ζISM. This range of ionisation rate is inline with previous
observational estimates in massive cores.
5- The calculated abundances of the species in the RM are in good agreement with ob-
servations during the early stages of the core chemical evolution ∼ 1 - 2 × 104 yrs.
Moreover, abundances of molecules in protostellar cores either possesses density range
of (1 - 20) × 106 cm−3 or CR ionisation rate up to 5 times ζISM best fit observations
during times 2 × 104 < t (yrs) < 5 × 104. These times are in agreement with the
estimated age of Class 0 protostellar cores (Andre´ et al. 1993, 2000). Therefore, we
conc;ude that CMM3 is a young massive protostellar core that may host Class 0 object
and its age is in the range (1 - 5) × 104 yrs.
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Table 1: Initial elemental abundances and physical conditions utilized in this study and the
set of species of interest.
Initial abundancesa Physical parametersb Species of interest
Helium 8.50 × 10−2 Core density (cm−3) 5.4×106 H2CO OCS
Carbon 2.69 × 10−4 Core temperature (K) 15 CH3OH SO
Oxygen 4.90 × 10−4 Core radius (pc) 0.04 CH3OCH SO2
Fluorine 3.63 × 10−8 Core Mass (M) 40 CH3OCH3 H2CS
Chlorine 3.16 × 10−7 †Depletion full HCOOCH3 CS
Sulphur 1.318 × 10−5 ‡CR ionisation rate (s−1) ζCMM3
† By full depletion we mean that, for any given species, more than 90% of its gaseous form
is involved into grain surface reactions. while this percentage is 15% less for partial
depletion simulation (model M3) following Awad et al. 2010. Pure gas-phase chemistry is
mimicked with depletion of 0% (model M4).
‡ζCMM3 = 1.67 × 10−17 s−1, estimated in this work following Padovani et al. (2009) (see §1).
References: (a) Asplund et al. 2009 , (b) Peretto et al. 2006
Table 2: The grid of models we performed, given the main different physical parameters
compared to the reference model (RM). Note that none of the other parameters stated in
Table 1 have been changed.
Model Density †Depletion ζ
(cm−3)
RM 5.4×106 full ζCMM3
M1 2.7×107 full ζCMM3
M2 1.0×106 full ζCMM3
M3 5.4×106 partial ζCMM3
M4 5.4×106 none ζCMM3
M5 5.4×106 full 5 ζISM
M6 5.4×106 full 10 ζISM
† The depletion is partial means that it is 15% less than the RM following Awad et al.
2010. Pure gas-phase chemistry is mimicked in model M4 with depletion of 0% (none).
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Table 3: Comparison between our model calculations for the reference model (RM) and
observations of NGC 2264 CMM3 from Table 8 in Watanabe et al. 2015. Time of best fit,
in years, is also shown in the last column.
Species Observations† This Work Time
N(Y) x(Y) x(Y) yr
OCS 2.4 × 1014 2.1 × 10−10 1.78 × 10−10 ≥ 1.9 × 104
SO 5.0 × 1014 4.4 × 10−10 3.98 × 10−10 1.26 × 104
SO2 2.2 × 1014 1.9 × 10−10 1.95 × 10−10 1.12 × 104
H2CS 1.7 × 1014 1.5 × 10−10 ≥ 5.31 × 10−10 all times
CS b 2.6 × 1015 2.3 × 10−9 2.34 × 10−9 1.38 × 104
H2CO 5.2 × 1015 4.5 × 10−9 4.07 × 10−9 1.2 × 104
CH3OH 2.1 × 1015 1.5 × 10−9 1.38 × 10−9 1.32 × 104
CH3OCH 7.7 × 1013 6.75 × 10−11 7.7 × 10−11 1.62 × 104
CH3OCH3 5.8 × 1013 5.1 × 10−11 4.79 × 10−11 ≥ 1.70 × 104
HCOOCH3 2.6 × 1014 2.3 × 10−10 4.37 × 10−10 ≥ 2.19 × 105
4.0 × 1015 a 3.5 × 10−9 1.12 × 10−9 2 - 20 × 104
† Observed column densities are converted into fractional abundances with respect to H,
considering N(H2) = 5.7×1023 cm−2 for NGC 2264 CMM3 as determined observationally
by Peretto et al. (2006)
a Observations are obtained by Sakai et al. (2007) toward the CMM3 core.
b The values of observed CS is calculated as described in §3.3 in the text.
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Fig. 1.— The effect of varying the core density on the time evolution of the calculated
molecular abundances. Different curves represent different models: the reference model
(RM, nH = 5.4 × 106 cm−3) is the solid line, dense core model (M1, nH = 2.7 × 107 cm−3) is
the dashed line, and low-density core model (M2, nH = 1.0 × 106 cm−3) is the dash-dot line.
Observed values, as taken from Watanabe et al. 2015, are represented by solid gray line.
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Fig. 2.— The time evolution of the fractional abundances in cores with different depletion
percentage onto grain surfaces. Model M3 (dashed line) is 15% less than the reference model
(RM, solid line) and model M4 has 0% depletion (dash-dot line). Gray straight lines denote
observed abundances by Watanabe et al. (2015).
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Fig. 3.— The chemical network for CH3OH and CH3OCH molecules as revealed by the
chemical analysis of the RM. The network shows the main formation and destruction path-
ways of the species. The prefix ‘m’ indicates mantle species. Different line styles for the
arrows represents different situations: short dashed arrows are the pathways that become
weak with time while thick solid lines are the dominant routes until late times of evolution
> 105 years. Dash-dotted arrows represent extra formation routes of CH3OH that are minor
in the RM, during early times < 2 × 104 yrs, but dominate the chemistry in less dense cores
(model M2) at the same time interval; see the text in §3.2.1.
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Fig. 4.— The impact of increasing the CR ionisation rates, ζ, on the calculated molecu-
lar fractional abundances in CMM3 compared to our RM (solid curves) and observations
(straight gray lines) taken from (Watanabe et al. 2015). Dash lines are the calculations
in cores with ζ = 5ζISM (model M5) while dash-dot lines represent model M6 in which
ζ = 10ζISM.
